Roger for challenging
listening situations at
work
TM

Why do you need Roger?
Today’s hearing aid technology does an excellent job
of improving speech understanding. However, 31% of
hearing aid wearers report they still have challenges
hearing in noisy situations.1
Roger technology is designed to boost the
performance of hearing aids and cochlear implants,
regardless of background noise or the distance to the
person talking, by picking up the voice and transmitting
it wirelessly to the listener.

Adaptive to sound
If the noise level increases, Roger adapts accordingly,
keeping the voice of the person talking above the
background noise.
Improved speech understanding in group
conversations in noise2
MultiBeam Technology enables you to experience
exceptional speech understanding in group
conversations in noise.
Access to multiple talkers
MultiTalker Network allows several Roger microphones
to be used together, providing you with access to
multiple talkers in any situation.
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Roger and your well-being
Growing evidence shows that treating hearing loss can
positively impact your social-emotional, cognitive and
physical well-being.3
Roger technology allows you to actively participate and
socialize in more activities and meetings by giving you
access to speech, in noise and over distance, so you can
focus on work rather than on hearing.
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The versatility of Roger

Small meetings
Place one microphone on the table to hear input from
your manager and all of your colleagues.

Large meetings
In larger meetings multiple Roger microphones will do
an excellent job picking up all voices.

Meetings with presenters
Use a wearable Roger microphone for the presenter
along with table microphones to hear all participants.

Workshop meetings
In stand-up meetings and workshops where people are
moving around, use the pointing mode to focus in on
the person talking.

One-to-one
When in a noisy or crowded environment, hang a Roger
microphone around your colleague’s neck or clip it on
their collar.

Conference calls
With Roger technology, you can connect to your
laptop, tablet or smartphone to participate and
communicate in work meetings and conference calls.
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The right solution for you
Phonak has designed a range of Roger microphones so
you can find a solution that’s right for your specific
needs at work.

Roger On™
Experience the hearing performance with our latest
microphone. With its ability to distinguish the direction
of incoming speech and Pointing mode 2.0, users have
the flexibility to focus on the conversations that truly
matter. It can be placed on a table, held in the hand or
worn by a presenter. Personal settings is easily handled
with the myRogerMic app.

Roger Table Mic II
Designed for meetings; multiple microphones can be
connected in a MultiTalker Network to cover large
meetings. It selects the person who’s talking and
switches automatically between the meeting
participants.

Roger Select™
Can be worn by a presenter or placed on a table. When
multiple conversations take place, the listener can
manually select whom to listen to.
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Receiver options
In hearing aids featuring RogerDirect™ the receiver can
be installed directly. No need to add an external
receiver. For other hearing aids and implants there are
several types of receivers available.

Hearing aid with
RogerDirect

Roger
NeckLoop

Designintegrated

How to get Roger
Roger systems may be reimbursed for work. If you are
eligible, your hearing care professional can help you to
apply.
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life is on
At Phonak, we believe that well-hearing equates to
well-being and is essential to living life to the fullest.
For more than 70 years, we have remained passionate
about creating a world where ‘life is on’ for everyone.
Our innovative hearing solutions are designed for
people of all ages and all degrees of hearing loss,
to connect socially, thrive mentally and emotionally.
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